
Chapter 9 Ideal and Real Solutions

Ideal solution

Interaction between like and unlike molecules are the same.

A-A = A-B = B-B

Relation between partial pressure (gas phase) and solution 

concentration is described by Raoult's law for each component.

Real solution:

Activity (a) explains the deviation from ideal dilute solution.

9.1 Defining the Ideal Solution

Ideal gas = No interaction between the molecules

Liquid does have attractive interactions which are greatly varied.

Normal bp: Helium  = 4.2K (Poor attraction)

            Hafnium = 5400K (Great attraction)

Rault's law (Definition of ideal solution)

Pi = xi Pi
*      i=1,2                           (9.1) 

Pi  = Partial pressure  

Pi
* = Vapor pressure (A function of only T!!!)

xi = Mole fraction of component i in liquid phase.  

▶Partial pressure is proportional to the vapor pressure with the 

proportionality constant, mole fraction in the liquid.   

 

▶Raoult's law holds for 0≤xi≤1 each substance.

 In binary solution  larger xi is called solvent, smaller xi solute. 

▶Few solutions satisfy the Rault's law where A-A, A-B, and B-B 

have the same interactions. Benzene-toluene solution satisfies this 



since they have similar size, shape, and property. In real solution, 

solvent obeys Raoult's law since the solute is highly dilute. 

 

Derivation of Raoult's law (Example 9.1)

Gas phase in equilibrium with solution, and its composition is 

determined by the dynamic balance between the gas and solution. 

(Figure 9.1)

Figure 9.1 here



Example 9.1 here



9.2 The Chemical Potential of a Component in the Gas and Solution 

Phases

At equilibrium, the chemical potential of component, i in the two 

phase is the same.

              μi
solution = μi

vapor   (9.2)

Chemical potential of component i in gas phase depends on its partial 

pressure, Pi, by (Section 6.3)

       
 

   



(9.3)

              μi
o = pure i in the gas phase at the standard state       

                     pressure Po = 1 bar (See eq 3). 

@ equilibrium μi
solution = μi

vapor, then Eq (9.3) becomes:

        
 

   



(9.4)

For pure liquid i in equilibrium with its vapor, μi
*(liquid)=μi

*(vapor)=μi
*. 

Therefore, the chemical potential of the pure liquid is given by


 

   




(9.5)

If vapor pressure is measured, chemical potential is calculated.

(9.4) - (9.5) gives
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For an ideal solution, Pi = xiPi
*  (9.1)

(9.1)→(9.6) 


 

         (9.7)

              →Central equation for ideal solutions.    

                   (See this is the same with Eq 6.44)

Chemical potential of component i in ideal solution - chemical 

potential of the pure i in vapor-liquid equil - mole fraction in the 

solution. This equation is most useful in describing the 

thermodynamics of solutions in which all components are volatile and 

miscible in all proportions. Recall the following equations.

9.3 Applying the Ideal Solution Model to Binary Solution

Recall the following equations.

For binary solution;

            P1 = x1P1
*



            P2 = x2P2
*

 P1, P2 = Partial pressures of 1 and 2

 P1
*, P2

* = Vapor pressures of 1 and 2

 x1, x2 = Mole fractions of 1 and 2 in liquid

Dalton's law:

Ptotal = P1 + P2 = x1P1
* + (1-x1)P2

* = P2
* + (P1

*-P2
*)x1      (9.9)

                                                              

Figure 9.2 Pressure vs liquid composition for benzene-dichloroethane 

binary solution (Note the vapor pressure at xi=1).

→ Small deviation from Raoult's law is seen.

Note: How are the lines drawn? 

The mole fraction of each component in the gas phase (yi) can also 

be calculated. 

 






 





(9.10)

       (Ptotal=P1+P2=P1
*x1 +P2

*x2 is being used.)

Rearrangement gives for x1:





 





(9.11)



 n
liquid

benzene  +n
vapor

benzene
= n benzene

(9.11) → Ptotal = P2
* + (P1

* - P2
*) x1

 



 






(9.12)

Rearrangement of (9.12) gives y1 in terms of vapor pressures and the 

total pressure:


 

 



  




(9.13)

The variation of total pressure (Ptotal) with x1 is not the same with y1  

(See Figure 9.3). Q: How are the two equilibrium lines drawn?

Determination of xi-yi (nliquid-nvapor)@ given total pressure 

Define an average composition (Z) in the whole system as:

Zbenzene = 



n
liquid

toluene + n
vapor

toluene + n
liquid

benzene + n
vapor

benzene n total

Note that in liquid Zbenzene = xbenzene, in gas Zbenzene = ybenzene

-------------------------------------------------------

Usefuness of P-Z diagram:

Consider a constant temperature process in which the pressure 

decreases along a → d (Figure 9.4: P-Z phase diagram for benzene

-toluene solution) 

Q: How are the two equilibrium lines  drawn?

In the Figure, 

Composition of a =  xbenzene

Composition of d =  ybenzene

Upper curve: Vapor pressure vs xbenzene, 

Lower curve: Vapor pressure vs ybenzene

Note for all pressures ybenzene  〉xbenzene 

→ Benzene (more volatile) is enriched in vapor phase.

See two tie lines connecting xbenzene and ybenzene at constant P.

The relative amount of moles in two phases (See Figure 9.5): 



lb = ZB - xB = nB
tot/ntot- nB

liq/nliq
tot      (15)

bv = yB-zB = nB
vapor/nvapor

tot - nB
tot/ntot    (16)

Multiply (15) by nliq
tot, (16) by nvapor

tot to obtain

 
 

  





 

  
  

 
 

 

We conclude that  

      

 






 


         (9.17)  (Lever rule) or

                    


   

            (9.18) 

                      

Figure 9.5



9.4 The T-Composition Diagram and Fractional Distillation

Figure 9.6: The boiling T vs Composition for benzene-toluene binary 

solution                    

Figure 9.7: Fractional distillation column

                                                                      

                       



Note 1: Reboiler, condenser, and downcomers in Fig 9.7.

Note 2: Both Figures show 5.5 states where xBZ changes from ca 0.1 to 0.9 with 

the given theoretical plate number. See many more plates are necessary to purify 

further since the two lines are close at the far right concentration. 

Distillation is a major separation process of crude oil into gasoline, 

kerosene, diesel fuel...... naphtha. Naphtha is catalytically cracked 

under high pressure and high temperature into small molecules such 

as ethylene, propylene, BTX....→ Various monomers.  

Fractional distillation is also used for real solution unless non-ideality 

is strong enough. If interaction between A-B > A-A and B-B,  

boiling point goes through a maximum at a specific concentration 

(maximum bp azeotrope). (See the strong intermolecular H bond of 

acetone-chloroform in Figure 9.8).

                  

For this system, at maximum bp liquid and vapor composition lines 

are tangent to each other. → No separation by distillation is possible. 

(See Figure 9.9a)

On the other hand when interaction between A-B < A-A and B-B, 

boiling point goes through a minimum at a specific concentration 

(minimum bp azeotrope). (See Figure 9.9b)

                

See composition and bp of various azeotropes in Table 9.1.

Note the azeotropic composition is a function of total pressure (See 

Figure 9.10) → The mixture is first distilled at atmosphere, and the 



distillates are distilled under reduced pressure to avoid the azeotrope. 

9.5 Gibbs-Duhem Equation

(Important in Polymer Physics)

From Eq 6.38

                                  

   


            (9.19)

For binary solution at constant T and P,



                         (9.20)

Starting with infinitesimally small amount of a solution at constant T,  

P and composition, the amount of solution is gradually increased.

→ No change in chemical potential [μi =∂G/∂ni)T,P,nj]. 

So, μi can be taken out of the integral:
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′     or

                             (9.21)

Total differentiation of 9.21 gives:

            (9.22)

Letting 9.20 = 9.22 gives the Gibbs-Duhem Eq for binary solution as:

              (9.23) 

→The chemical potentials of the components in a binary solution are  

  not independent. 

The change in chemical potential of the second  component is 

determined by 

  


      

             (9.24)

Recall



            
 

    



 (9.5)     
 

   



  (9.6)

Only with measurable vapor pressure, chemical potential is directly measured (9.5). 

Chemical potential of nonvolaile solute in volatile solvent (ex. sucrose or NaCl in 

water) can be calculate by Gibbs-Duhem eq (24).  

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 9.5

Partial molar property of mixture ()                              

Partial molar volume of binary mixture for example.

Molar volume of the mixture, 

 defined by

Significance of partial molar volume

Volume= 1 L (Liquid)                                  Volume = 1.0015 L



Same is applied for other extensive properties as 

Graphical representation of partial molar properties

  (State function)

→

But,

  @const T & P (Gibbs-Duhem eq)

Then,

But,

Then, 

From (1),  

   → (3)



Multiply by x2









i.e. 

   (4)

Likewise,

Rearranging (4)

   (Extrapolation to x1=1 should correspond to the ) 

M=Molar property of mixture (mol/L), 
 =Partial molar property of component 1.

Note: 1)  is the partial molar property of component 1. ( for 2)

      2) Partial molar properties are tangents to the M curve at a specific      

         composition.

      3) At higher x1, higher  and much lower  are obtained (Red line) 



         → Partial molar property generally depends on the composition. 

9.6 Colligative Properties

Properties depending only on the solute concentration, not on the 

nature (type, molecular weight of polymer homologue) of solute are 

called colligative property.

Examples: bp elevation, fp depression, osmotic pressure

We have seen that the vapor pressure of pure solvent decreases with 

the addition of solute (Raoult's law: Figure 9.1).

▶Chemical potential of solid does not change with the         

addition of solute since they are crystallized separately.

▶Chemical potential of gas (solvent) does not change with the 

addition of solute in solvent. 

▶Only the liquid (solvent) chemical potential is affected by the 

formation of solution (by adding solute) following Figure 9.11a (See 

Eq 9.7, also given in Ex 9.5). 

 → 
 

     (9.7)

See the same information in P-T diagram in Figure 9.11b.

Because the vapor pressure is lowered with the addition of solute 

(though nonvolatile) (EX 9.1, or Raoult law), liquid-gas coexistence 

curve intersects solid-gas coexistence curve at lower temperature 

than the pure solvent defining the triple point  which is the origin of 

solid-liquid coexistence. That is, the solid-liquid coexistence (melting 

transition) shifts to lower temperature through the dissolution of 

nonvolatile solute. See the decrease of normal Tm from the Figure. 



The bp elevation and fp depression effects depend only on the solute 

concentration, and not on the identity of the solute.

                

Correct error in caption.


